
Times Square Takeover



Your opportunity for Ad placement in the “Crossroads of 
the World” has arrived.  You can test the waters with our 
smallest package “The Social” or aim for a more robust 

campaign such as “The Titleist.”  We are also able to 
create a custom campaign to better fit your needs. 

“We have seen a growing need for ad hoc services from 
our clients and agency partners when it comes to 
Connected Media strategy, design and program 
management support that made this the right move at 
the right time in terms of both the market and our 
growth cycle,” 

Today, Five Tier Connect - the company’s turnkey, 
managed or self-serve platform - services thousands of 

clients annually across nearly every category and 
marketing channel with the addition of targeted, 

trackable direct mail, digital display, streaming audio, 
and much more.

“Connected Studios gives us the ability to continue to 
grow and lead the exciting new category of Connected 
Media by helping to fill gaps in the delivery chain when 
and where the need arises,” O’Brien continued. “We 
look forward to continuing to roll out this offering in 
2022 and growing to meet the needs of the developing 
market.” 
- -Frank O’Brien the Founder & CEO of Five Tier, Inc.
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43 East
Located in Times Square at Broadway and 
43rd st, this iconic LED display stands over 
seven stories tall and captures the attention of 
the busy vehicle and pedestrian traffic in 
Times Square. The screen itself is 120’ tall by 
84’ wide. It is one of the most well-known in 
the world.

Your message will be seen by millions of 
people, around the world. 

Traffic Count: 1.5M  / Daily
Display ID: Nasdaq 
Digital Facing: Northwest
Read Time: 15 sec
Location: Broadway & 43rd Street
Board Size: 120’ fth x 84’ ftw H x W (ft)
Creative Requirement: 1832 x 2336 px 
*supports both video (.mp4) and static (.jpg)
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THE BROADWAY BOARD
Unlike most Times Square boards, the 
Broadway screen is more eye level. Located 
between 42nd and 43rd on Broadway - you 
couldn’t be more in the thick of Times 
Square. The screen itself is 95’ wide and 19’ 
high, capable of displaying static and video 
branded campaigns. 

Traffic Count: 1.5M
Display ID: Broadway Plaza Digital
Facing: West and North
Read Time: 15 sec
Location: Broadway between 42nd and 43rd
Display #1 600px H x 224px W | 19’ H x 7’ W
Display #2 600px H x 2368px W | 19’ H x 88’ W
Resolution: (1.0) px @ 72 dpi
Color Mode: RGB 
Copy Length: :15-seconds; 30 FPS
Audio: Not supported 
Static Artwork: .jpg (max), baseline (standard)
Motion Content: .mp4 (H.264 codec) 
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THE MOSAIC
Located within eyeshot of Port Authority on 42nd Street 
between 7th and 8th Avenues - there are nine screens 
that make up the Mosaic. There are 225,000 commuters 
on average in and out of Port Authority (66 Million 
riders a year). The Mosaic has static as well as video 
capability. Create a vibrant interconnected video to 
wow spectators. 

Traffic Count: 1M / Daily 
Display ID: Mosaic Digital
Facing: South East
Read Time: 15 sec
Location: 42nd between 7th and 8th Avenue
Display #3001 1584 H x 416 W px | 99’ H x 26’ W 
Display #3002 1376 H x 416 W px | 86’ H x 26’ W 
Display #3003 1696 H x 1344 W px | 53’ H x 42’ W 
Display #3004 1696 H x 640 W px | 53’ H x 20’ W
Display #3005 672 W x 1056 H px | 22’ H x 34’ W 
Display #3006 200 H x 790 W px | 6’ H x 27’ W 
Display #3007 618 H x 400 W px | 22’ H x 13’ W 
Display #3008 256 H x 300 W px | 8’ H x 11’ W 
Display #3009 256 H x 630 W px | 8’ H x 23’ W
Resolution: (1.0) px @ 72 dpi
Color Mode: RGB 
Copy Length: :15 seconds; 30 FPS 
Audio: Not supported
Static Artwork: .jpg (max), baseline (standard) 
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THE HILTON
Located on 42nd street between 6th and 
Broadway, The Hilton screen is just steps 
away from NYC’s beloved Bryant Park. 
Bryant Park welcomes 12 million people 
annually, combined with Times Square foot 
traffic, this is a fantastic opportunity for a 
branded campaign. The Hilton has static as 
well as video capabilities. 

Traffic Count: 800k
Display ID: The Hilton
Facing: North
Read Time: 15 sec
Location: 42nd between Broadway & 6th Ave
Display #1 864px H x 2304px W | 28.4’ H x 75.6’ W
Resolution: (1.0) px @ 72 dpi
Color Mode: RGB 
Copy Length: :15-seconds; 30 FPS
Audio: Not supported 
Static Artwork: .jpg (max), baseline (standard)
Motion Content: .mp4 (H.264 codec) 
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NYE Ball Board
Located in the most iconic location in Times Square, 
directly behind the New Year’s Eve Ball. This digital 
display not only is clearly visible to millions of people 
who pack in Times Square on New Year’s Eve, but has a 
world wide reach of over 1 billion people. 

This board is also a  perfect branding opportunity for 
the millions of annual tourists. 

Traffic Count: 1M / Daily 
Display ID: 7TSQ
Facing: North
Read Time: 15 sec
Location: 42nd between 7th and Broadway
Display #3001 240px H x 320px W | 42’ H x 53’ W 
Resolution: (1.0) px @ 72 dpi
Color Mode: RGB 
Copy Length: :15 seconds; 30 FPS 
Audio: Not supported
Static Artwork: .jpg (max), baseline (standard) 
Motion Artwork: .mp4 (H.264 codec)
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THE LINCOLN
The Lincoln Tunnel board is located in the #1 
DMA in the USA and is the busiest vehicle 
hunnel in the country. This digital display 
placement is in the most visible section of the 
inbound and outbound turn, making it the 
highest rated digital board on a per spot basis in 
the entire country. 

Traffic Count: 115k
Display ID: The Lincoln
Facing: North
Read Time: 15 sec
Location: I-495 - Connecting NY to NJ
Display #1 304px x 1520px W | 20’ H x 100’ W
Resolution: (1.0) px @ 72 dpi
Color Mode: RGB 
Copy Length: :15-seconds; 30 FPS
Audio: Not supported 
Static Artwork: .jpg (max), baseline (standard)
Motion Content: .mp4 (H.264 codec) 
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Midtown West
Pointed directly across from the NY / NJ Port 
Authority Bus Terminal, The Midtown West 
digital displays  are where 225k daily commuters 
begin and end their day.  Such bold displays 
deliver amazing impressions and interest.  
These displays are in close proximity to the New 
York Times, Ernst & Young, Thomson Reuters 
and the Bank of America buildings. 

Traffic Count: 500k
Display ID: Midtown West
Facing: North West
Read Time: 15 sec
Location: 42nd & 8th Avenue
Display #1 & #2: 558px H  x 1928px  W | 20’ H x 60’ W 
Resolution: (1.0) px @ 72 dpi
Color Mode: RGB 
Copy Length: :15-seconds; 30 FPS
Audio: Not supported 
Static Artwork: .jpg (max), baseline (standard)
Motion Content: .mp4 (H.264 codec) 
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THE TITLEIST : $10,000
● 400 fifteen second Plays on Premium billboard locations within Times Square.
● Best performing and most exclusive offering leaves a lasting impression. Ideal for companies 

launching a new product line or initiative.
● Proof of purchase images are included to share on social media for added engagement and traffic.
● Press Release with notification of Titleist Sponsor for selected day.

THE PUBLICIST : $5,000
● 100 fifteen second plays on two Premium billboard locations within Times Square.
● Promote a Product, Service, or Cause on the most iconic screens in the world.
● Proof of purchase images are included to share on social media for added engagement and traffic.

THE PROMOTER : $2,500
● 100 fifteen second plays on a Premium billboard within Times Square.
● Promote a Product, Service, or Cause on the most iconic screens in the world.
● Grab a picture to share on social media for added engagement and traffic.

THE SOCIAL : $1500
● 100 Featured plays in the Broadway Plaza board.
● Align with a National Day Promotion, show support for a cause, and earn in return.
● Grab a picture to share on social media for added engagement and traffic.
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PACKAGES + ADD-ONS

Unable to create your Ad? Leave it to us: Creative - $250
Unable to attend? Let us shoot your campaign: Photo and Video - $250



THANK YOU
matthew.eck@connectstudios.com
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